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Abstract: Cloud computing is generally recognized as a technology which will have a significant impact on
Information Technology in the future. The cloud computing data security has certain drawbacks in its
implementation making it insecure. To avoid this problem in this research we propose enhanced security
architecture for cloud computing using encryption and decryption system with double key cryptography based
on Artificial Neural Network. The objective of the proposed scheme is to protect the information even if the
hackers break the cipher text they can’t convert cipher text to original text. In our proposed algorithms we have
(training algorithm) adopted high data security authorized person can retrieve the data, including key
generation, encryption and decryption that are provided in cloud computing system.
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I.

Introduction

In the present day scenario almost all the organizations are trying to make an entry in to Cloud
computing. The main advantages of cloud computing is cost saving, high availability and easy scalability. One
must be very careful to understand the security risks and challenges posed in utilizing of these technologies [4].
Data security, which has always been an important aspect of quality service, traditional cryptographic primitives
is used for the purpose of data security protection, which cannot be directly adopted due to the user loss control
of data under cloud computing [2].
In order to store user’s encrypted data, cryptographic storage is required in a cloud environment. The
advantage of cryptographic storage is that no unauthorized users would be able to access the data [3] [6].
Cryptography is probably the most important aspect of data security and is increasingly important as a basic
building block, for computer security. It is a study of how to protect the data in the computer and cloud where
data cannot be accessed without authorization. Recent days, so many traditional encryption techniques such as
Block cipher, DES algorithm, AES cipher, and RSA, Blowfish algorithm etc [7], are used. Along with these
methods, the current researches in cryptography focus in Artificial Intelligence Techniques.
The security level is further increased, if necessary in cloud computing. We introduce new
cryptography technology using artificial neural network based back propagation and symmetric key
cryptography.
The main purpose and goal of employing this frame work is to ensure that confidential data is protected from
potential attackers. This is done by guaranteeing data confidentiality and data integrity. This research proposes a
new security mechanism that enhances the security of cloud computing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, after short introduction section II gives Literature Review. Section
III describe in our proposed System followed by section IV, in which we give conclusion and future.

II.

Literature Review

One basic research paper by Eva volna, Martin Kotyrba, Vaclav Kocian and Michal Janosek in
Cryptography Based on Neural Network [8] was found to be a major source of motivation for forming the new
concepts.
A paper entitled Applying Neural Network for simplified Data Encryption Standard (SDES) Cipher
System Cryptanalysis [9] by Khaled Alallayah, Mohamed Amin,Waiel Abdelwahed and Alhamami was also
found to be very useful in this regard.
Another one of the useful paper A comparative Survey on Symmetric Key Encryption Techniques [13]
by Monika Agrawal and Pradeep Mishra was also found to use of symmetric key algorithms.
A paper entitled studding Enhanced Security Frame work to Ensure Data Security in Cloud Computing
Using Cryptography [12] by M .Sudha and M. Monica was also found to very useful in this regard.
Another research paper by Chittaranjan Hota,Sunil Sanka ,Muttukrishnan Rajarajan and Srijith K Nair
in Capability based Cryptographic Data Access Control in Cloud Computing [5] was found to be useful in this
regard.
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Another useful research paper Robust Data Security for cloud While using Third party Aditor [1] by
Abhishek Mohta,Ravi Kant Sohu and Lalit Kumar Awasthi was also found to be very useful for third party
auditor concepts.
Other useful book includes Cryptography and Network Security Principles and Practices [16] by
William Stallings was also helped in this respect.
From the literature review it is clear that data security is the main issue of the cloud computing.

III.

Proposed Scheme

In this section we describe Back Propagation Training or Learning Algorithm, Secret Key generation
Algorithm using ANN, Data Storage, Data Retrieval and Benefits of our proposed System.
3.1. Back Propagation Network Training or Learning Algorithm
Artificial Neural Network is an interconnected group of artificial neurons that uses a mathematical
model or computational model for information processing based on a connection processing based on a
connectionist approach to computation[11].
The Back Propagation network is the training or learning algorithm. This algorithm aims to reduce
errors backs wards from input to output. A back propagation network changes the network’s weights, when
training is finished, it will give required output for a particular input. This output is called Target. The input and
its corresponding target are called a Training Pair.

Fig. 1 Training Network
First this network initialized by the weights (Fig.1), weights it will tack small random values between 1 and +1.The input pattern is applied and the output calculated using this processing is called forward pass.
Finally it will calculate the Error of each neuron.

Fig. 2 A single connections Back Propagation Network
The connection between neuron x(Hidden Layer) and neuron y(Output Layer) and has the weight Wxy.
The Fig. 2 also shows another connection x and z. But we have taken the first part. The Training Data Algorithm
as follows.
To feed the input vector through the network. We are applying sigmoid function.
(1)
(2)
Calculate the squared error of the network.
(3)
Calculate the error term of each output.
(4)
Calculate the error term of the each hidden layer.
(5)
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Calculate the weight delts. Here eta is the learning rate. To speed up convergence we are using learning rate.
(6)
To add the weight deltas of each weights. We prefer adjusting the weights one layer at a time.
(7)
By repeating this method we can train any number of layers.
3.2. Secret Key Generation Algorithm Using ANN
Cryptography is probably the most important aspect of security and is becoming increasingly important
as a basic building block for computer security. Cryptography is now an emerging research area where the
scientists are trying to develop some good encryption algorithm. The SSL (Secure Socket Layer) is support to
encryption and decryption process in cloud computing [16].
The security for all encryption and decryption systems is based on a cryptographic key[8].A key is used
to encrypt and decrypt the data. Modern cryptographic system include symetric key algorithms and Public key
algorithms. Symetric key algorithms use a single shared key, keeping data secret requires keeping this key
secret. Public key algorithms use two keys like public key and private key.A sender encrypts data with the
public key only the holder of the private key can decrypt this data. Public key algorithms tend to be much slow
than symmetric key algorithms. Symmetric key we can send information to more than one place.We are using
Secret Key algorithm, the Secret Key generation algorithm as follows.
The network Weight to be initialized randomly with their hidden Weight (W) generated a random
Secret Key.
Ko= r*w
(8)
The same Key will not be used again for encryption purpose. The secret key algorithm to generate the
keys (Koc and Kon)
C. Data Storage
One of the primary uses of cloud computing is data storage. Commonly known as Storage as a Service
(StaaS), StaaS allows users to store their data at remote disks and access from any place at any time [10].Cloud
storage service has many advantages [9].This service provide the users no need to install physical storage
service in their own data center. We can get virtual storage resources, not only that it give data backup and data
replication etc. The data is uploading to the cloud storage without leaving a copy in their local computers. The
actual storage location may even differ from day to day or even minute to minute as the cloud dynamically
manages available storage space.
Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI) is provided with data path, create, retrieve, update and delete data
elements from the cloud.

Fig. 3 The Architecture of Cloud Data Storage
In our proposed model we have two Stages (Fig. 3). The first stage uses plain text (X) and ANN input
using transformation key (KOc) to produce the training input (NX). The second stage encrypted algorithm it will
take training input and enciphering key (KOn) to produce Cipher text(Y). Enciphering keys use the different
random weights, so the deciphering text that the intruder has received cannot be accumulated. Once the
encryption process is completed the cipher texts are transferred to cloud storage. Then the center shares the keys
with the third party auditor for future verification. The auditor can verify data, storage correctness and keeping
the shared keys only. He can’t modify or remove the data of his auditing [14].
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The Data Storage and Encryption algorithm as follows.
A plain text X, with the transformation key koc as input, the plain text is converted to the ANN acceptable input
NX where,
NX=TKoc (X)
(9)
Encryption algorithm accept the input NX, using enciphering key and its give cipher text output Y.
Y=EKon (NX)
(10)
Send the transformation key and enciphering key to data owner and Third Party Auditor (TPA). Data (Cipher
text) uploading cloud server.
3.3. Data Retrieval
One of the main challenges in cloud computing data retrieval.The protocol RESTful HTTP is used to accessing
the data and Meta data [15].

Fig. 4 The Architecture of Cloud Data Retrieval
In our proposed model (Fig. 4) the data owner given the keys and certificate to the user, the user asks
the data request to the TPA. The TPA verifies the keys, if the keys match it will allow to take the cipher text (Y)
from the cloud server. Firstly the decryption algorithm using deciphering key (KOn) it will make deciphering text
(NX), Secondly ANN output using retransformation key (KOc) produce the original plain text (X) to the user.
The Data Retrieval and Decryption algorithm as follows.
User request to access a data from Third Party Auditor (TPA).TPA asks user for authentication keys
(Kon and Koc).TPA verifies authentication keys are correct send a request to Cloud Service Provider (CSP), the
CSP sends a chipper text that you want to access.
Y=EKon (NX)
(11)
This decryption algorithm takes chipper text as a input using deciphering key give the output.
NX=DKon (Y)
(12)
This conversion algorithm takes output of decryption ANN as input and applies transformation techniques to
generate the original plain text.
X=TKoc (NX)
(13)
The authorized user can receive the original data.
3.4. Benefits of our Proposed System
Our proposed model is high level secured because the training input adjusts their weights with trained
data. Since our model easily and quickly gives final output, the plain text is encrypted easily and produces
cipher text with less time. By using many numbers of hidden layers and nodes it increases the complexity of the
ANN and thus provides more security of the cryptosystem. The training neural networks are acted as keys with
their hidden weights. The key size is small. Our proposed model using symmetric key, symmetric key is faster
than asymmetric encryption algorithm. The data stores cipher text in cloud. So even if the intruder hack the data,
he can’t decrypt. The data owners can have a strong confidence on their data which is secured safely on the
cloud.

IV.

Conclusion And Future Work

Cloud computing is one of the main technology in the information technology world. We believe this
technology is facing many security challenges. Still many researches are on and many problems are yet to be
identified. Our Aim is to develop Double key encryption technique using artificial neural network and
symmetric cryptography algorithm. It provides high level speed and security in cloud environment. In the future
we will try to find several possible better solutions using cryptography for this cloud computing.
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